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Future Visions for Water and Cities
A Thought Piece (2015) for UK Foresight “Future of Cities” 

Visions
1. Green food & garden cityscapes

2. Flood-proof cities

3. Smart homes & city networks

4. Cities & the underworld

All have a self-repair challenge

Talk will focus on underworld networks



Underworld of multi-utility assets
UK utility buried network > 1m km, @£1m/km = £1 trillion+  to replace

y

z



The pipe network inheritance presents “client challenges” today

Buried water and sewer pipe network inheritance challenge
1990’s UK post privatisation – assets up to 200 years old, variable condition & 
performance, remaining life unknown, renewal rate <1% per annum

Need better “ Find and Fix “ solutions for managing buried infrastructure
UK water sector digs 2 million holes in streets and pavements each year !



“Body Scanner

in the Street ?”Multi-utility use

Electric Gas
Telecommunications

"Exactly where am I ?“

newish GPS "Which customer ?”
Post code but no data

link to specific pipes

"Which pipe & valve ?“

in-street GIS 2D errors

future ”Tags” or

remote sensing ?

”Exactly where's the Fault ?“

“STREETWISE” Workshop 1996 (water, gas, road R&D)

Quick Find needs - Network Asset & Customer Location 

Utilman

In-pipe “Smart pigs ?”
(oil & gas sector)



"Exactly where is the asset ?“
GIS, GPS, Tagging, GPR ?

Electric Gas
Telecommunications

Multi-utility

“No dig” in-pipe
repair & renewal

Low dig & Quiet dig
“key hole surgery”

Can I use directional drilling?

Impact of 
Road
Pricing ?

“STREETWISE” Workshop 1996
Quick Fix needs – low impact access, repair & renew



1996 “STREETWISE” workshop  25 year visions to 2021 



• Want a healthy body of network 
infrastructure under our streets

• Human body easier as we know 
where most of the pipes should be

• If we find the pipes can we find the 
failures?

• Can we diagnose “illness” and 
prevent failures?

• Could we develop smart, self-
diagnosing & self repairing pipes?

• Can we use “key hole surgery” or 
in-pipe robotics to sustain a 
healthy network?

Body scanner-in-the street & healthy body analogy 



Joint condition 
may also be an 
issue.

“Excess
movement”

“Locked &
corroded”



Predicting Failure & Life Remaining
Understand interactions between natural & built environment?

True soil nature in built areas?

Predict corrosion & joint movement?

Impact of CC on ground & pipe movement?

Impact of traffic loading & other excavation?

Predict pipe failure from age, condition, 

soil, traffic & other factors? 

London – Soil Map Shrink / swell soilsCorrosive soils



Internet of the Underworld
Retro fit wireless sensors – real time Condition & Performance ?

Sound?

Vibration?

Wet and leaking?

Tampering?

Where to access- insert via key hole surgery by robot?

H

Technology  issues: Power, battery life, wireless range underground?

Regulatory drivers & standards, justify 25 year+cost-benefit? 



• Want a healthy body of network 
infrastructure under our streets

• Human body easier as we know 
where most of the pipes should be

• If we find the pipes can we find the 
failures?

• Can we diagnose “illness” and 
prevent failures?

• Could we develop smart, self-
diagnosing & self repairing pipes?

• Can we use “key hole surgery” or 
in-pipe robotics to sustain a 
healthy network?

Internet of the Underworld & healthy body analogy 



In-pipe
Spray relining – not structural – could add structural fibres – remake connections?
Structural / semi structural liner - remake connections?
Cure-in-place liners for sewers – robots easier to insert in sewers, inspect, cut, grout

“Low dig” 
Insert liners via launch pits

Progress in “Low-dig” pipe relining technologies

Use of robotics to remake household connections?

Can blow PTFE liners through lead service pipes



“Key hole” insertion of “Platelets” under pressure 

Progress in “Self –sealing pipe” technologies

How to prevent sealing of household connections in smaller pipes?

Can seal leaks and tag them with RFID
Works for large pipes with few connections



15 RWE Thames Water

Condition assess large deep pipes?
In-pipe – Smart pigs & robotic sewer rovers?



Ultrasonic, Untethered
Smart Pig 2000-2006
Thames, Severn Trent, UU

• 200-300mm Cast Iron

• Trials

• London

• Liverpool

• Proved concept



Ultrasonic
Smart Pig - 2
TW, STW, UU

• High cost ops

• launch/retrieve

• Need MegaPig?



Ideas to develop a smart pig
for trunk (0.5-2m) mains

• Need narrow insertion point?

• Sensors need to be close to wall

• Octopus / spider shape concepts

• How to track?

• How to remove?

• In-situ repairs?

• Joint repairs?



UKWP response to ISCF Wave 3 call for EoIs
Transforming the Managed Water Cycle for Future Resilience 

submitted 18th April 2018

• “Rejuvenating the Underworld”

• Urban scenario simulator

• Urban test beds / demonstrators
• Testing in-pipe & in-street robotics

• Flooding technology hub(s)

Potential Organisation Chart 

The following diagram demonstrates potential directors and leadership groups. This is an example of 

how the challenge could be managed and delivered by leaders across industry including SMEs, 

academia, trade bodies and other organisations.  

Transform the 
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UK Water 
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Twenty65 & Sheffield UKCRIC + Birmingham 
National Buried Infrastructure Facility

UKCRIC: National Water 
Infrastructure Facility: 
Distributed Water 
InfrastructureIntroduction

The UKCRIC facility at the University of Sheffield will provide the 
essential full scale experimental capability to enable the 
development of the science base and evidence to ensure the most 
sustainable use and development of the UK’s distributed water 
infrastructure in order that it can be made adaptable and resilient 
to future pressures and demands.

The facility will enable full scale experimental studies under 
controlled but fully representative conditions to investigate the 
damage/deterioration mechanisms and failure of distributed 
urban water infrastructure. 

The facility is a component part of the Urban Water activity within 
the Laboratory Stream of the UKCRIC program. This internationally 
leading, collaborative facility will allow researchers to simulate 
physical, chemical and biological interactions between buried pipe 
and associated urban water systems infrastructure, the 
surrounding soil, and the interactions between surface water, in-
pipe (potable and sewage) flows and groundwater. It will allow 
researchers to develop and “field” test new sensing, inspection, 
repair and rehabilitation systems for surface and underground 
urban water systems infrastructure at much lower cost and in a 
more realistic environment than any other facility in the world. 
The outputs will deliver new fundamental understanding of the 
failure and degradation mechanisms of both recently constructed 
and ageing urban water infrastructure systems.

Simon Tait Richard Collins

Joby Boxall Catherine Biggs

Martin Mayfield Henriette Jensen

Kirill Horoshenkov Steve Thornton

Tony Dodd Jonathan Black

The facility will be based within 
a newly constructed building 
providing 600m2 of space. The 
building is located, close to the M1 
around 6 miles from the University 
of Sheffield’s main campus. 

The key experimental infrastructure will comprise a long 
hydraulic test cell (45m×6m×5m) in which urban water 
infrastructure assets (e.g. interconnected water pipes, sewer 
pipes/chambers, inlet structures) and natural artefacts such 
as impermeable and permeable catchment surfaces, soil 
layers and voids can be created, with in-situ instrumentation 
to allow for their interactions with the urban water 
infrastructure assets to be studied. This full-scale 
environment will then be subjected to a controlled regime of 
sub-surface, pipe and surface flows and physical and 
chemical loadings and then the performance of the 
representative part of the urban water infrastructure system 
will be monitored. 

Facility Capabilities
The facility will be able to generate in-pipe and surface flows of 
up to 200 l/s and subject pipes to pressure transient shocks of up 
to 10 bar to create conditions  of hydraulic capacity exceedance, 
pipe bursting and contaminant ingress. Complex cyclic loads will 
be imposed on the contained soil and pipes, via controlled 
actuators to simulate surface loads. The test cell will have the 
ability to examine the role of various repeated and sustained 
loading types that cause the failure of a wide range of urban 
water assets.

Current Progress 

Tank excavated and cast. Design of hydraulic systems completed 
and procured. Estimated operational availability June 2018

EP/R010420

Contact: Simon Tait s.tait@sheffield.ac.uk
Joby Boxall j.b.boxall@sheffield.ac.uk
Richard Collins r.p.collins@sheffield.ac.uk



Build pipe test rig at 

Kempton

A safe proving ground 

for trunk main 

technologies

▼

Rig trials of in-pipe 

condition 

assessment tools

Shortlist of the best 

tools and stimulation of 

technology 

development

▼

Field trials of the 

best in-pipe 

condition 

assessment tools

Validated results from 

real buried trunk mains

▼

Supporting 

research and model 

development

Decision support tools

to use the new and 

existing condition data

Our Proposed Solution

Standalone pumped supply

Deteriorated cast iron pipe 

samples from the network

Launch/receive chambers

24” and 36” above ground 

test sections 

Vehicle access ramp

Thames Water’s proposed Trunk Mains Asset Condition 
test bed 2018-2020
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Visions
1. Green food & garden cityscapes

2. Flood-proof cities

3. Smart homes & city networks

4. Cities & the underworld

All have a self-repair challenge

Talk will focus on underworld networks



Questions?


